(0) ( [2] ) Those where C is an explicit constant only depending on 1, mo, n.
(3) ( [9] ) go is supported by (-5 A-1)"(1 -t-x2) "/4 [log (2 -t-x')]/ZL2(R") ira > 1/4n-1/2 and > l and by its complement if a > 1/2n-land < 1.
We have studied the extension of these results to the P()I and P(6)2 Markov fields [7, 6, 14] . (0), (1) extend (or should extend) to these theories since they are known or believed to be locally absolutely continuous to the free theory.
(This local absolute continuity is known for all P()1 theories [6] and for "small coupling" P()2 [8] ). We will examine the analog of (2) in detail elsewhere [11] using partly methods from [10] . This 
If _ 1, the multi-parameter individual ergodic theorem [15] tells us that
Hence for almost every 2, there is some R() with
But for some C and all x'
()
The following corollaries apply Theorem 1 to the P() and P() Markov roeesses. The reader should eonsulg [11, 14] Proo]. to is the measure corresponding to the Gaussian process, , indexed by H_i,,,(l), the set of distributions ] $'(R ) with f I]15 (p2 -t-?n2) -1 dp < .
In particular, (1 )-" io H_I.,,(R ) so that ( (1 ) 
